
Date: 1 November 2014 

Attendees: Boyang, Jeanne, Jovin, Yihao 

Problems: 

Current slides too formal 

- Be informal (More visual) 

- Web based powerpoint slides (Educity) (For finals la) 

- Can convert our ppt slides to the web based ones 

- Project description needs to provide a clear view of project sponsor and who else is involved in 

this. (Slide on Project description) Follow Khoo teck puat slides 

- Name and title, Actual sponsor/clients (3 persons Seow hou…), domain/project advisor(Lab 

name),  

- Clear mission statement required (highlight key words/terms) 

- Project achievements (till what we have done) 

- Problems (Use diagrams) 

- Map problems to solutions (Use diagrams) 

- Walk them through the problems (Use pictures) 

- Come up with interesting names and logo 

- Use something which we can show them 

- Show Realis website (Problem) 

- Show time series chart of realis. Show that its representation of data is poor, dependency 

- Use live or screenshot for Realis website 

- Too many clicks and redundancies, difficult to visualize 

- Technical issues must highlight 

- Poor selection of architecture (Needs to change today, advancements in technology) 

- HTML 5 no plugins and all 

- Why we think that the realis site is no good (Critic it) 

- Mention that as a planning agency, they don’t even see a map there. Make a slide with this 

(Show that there are no maps/locations) Cannot see where the transactions are. 

- How poorly the graph looks like 

- Java applet dependency in the old Realis 

- (Screen shot, highlight its usefulness)Show BTproperties/Squarefoot (Based on asking price) 

Besides URA portal, Property guru 

- Poor design ,old architecture, not user friendly(What’s wrong with the portal) 

- URA is the only one who has access to these data, other sites only has asking and bidding price. 

- Highlight of the other sites, while it is useful, most sites miss out on the real transacted price. 

- Squarefoot does not have visual analytics stuff 

- Talk about solutions(Identify use case, property market analyst(main sponsor), public 

user(property analyst, real estate agents, valuator, normal buyer and seller)(subscribing realis 

data)) .Specific modules for various users. Specify use cases first 



- Solutions map out which part belongs to which users (use case diagram) 

 

- Data preparation process is ETL (Extraction transformation and loading) 

- Realis itself is a database, has a database (Assume) 

- Process flow diagram for data (Realis data not geocoded) 

- One is geocoded and another is spatial overlay 

- May want to build a spatial database 

- No sql (Web base database, high performance) (Flat file), Postgis sql (Established) 

- No sql to handle ETL process 

- Geocoding and geo processing (overlay) 

- SLA geocode API 

To-do: 

- Update slides 

- Update project scope 


